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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an annotated copy of a presentation made by Jim DeLisle on August 18, 2009 in Seattle WA. The audience consisted of appraisers for the US Air Force and Navy.
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Presentation Overview

• Part I: Overview and the Cause of Our Disconnect

• Part II: Economic and Capital Markets

• Part III: Real Estate Capital Markets

• Part IV: Commercial Real Estate Market Update

• Part V. Implications for Real Estate Professionals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I will start with a brief overview of the current state of capital and real estate markets, along with a preview of the major topics I will cover. The initial topic explores some of the underlying factors that led to the current crisis. From there we discuss the economy and capital markets along with the commercial real estate market. We conclude with a discussion of the implications for real estate professionals, with added insight gleaned from a survey of the audience prior to the meeting.
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DOD Conference Survey Respondent Profile

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief Internet survey was conducted to engage the audience and get them thinking about the issues. The survey had a 50% response rate.  In addition to getting a read on what the respondents thought, the survey solicited responses to open-end questions which were designed to solicit their insights into some of the underlying factors that led to the crisis as well as the issues they would like to discuss.
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Three Major Attributes of Real Estate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is designed to disarm the audience a bit and get them thinking creatively and out of the box. The play on the Location, Location, Location theme points to the Vulnerability of real estate due to the potential impact of a range of externalities.  It also introduces the “D” word for distress. We also talked about the dreaded “R” word which to some might be “Recession” but to developers is “Recourse” which is coming in future loans resets which are hanging over the industry.
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Commercial Distressed Assets in US

Source: Real Capital Analytics

(as of August 2009)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide demonstrates the widespread nature of “distress” and how pervasive it is as the trend has spread from shore to shore with the worst yet to come.
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The Three C’s of our Disconnect

• Credit Crisis
– Easy Credit
– Cheap Credit
– Plentiful Credit

• Crisis of Confidence
– Consumer Confidence
– Corporate Confidence

• Crisis of Collateral
– Value attributable to delinking spatial market/capital market
– Values correction as “marked to market”
– Re-pricing of Risk
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are facing an unprecedented confluence seemingly independent, but related events. The problems began to surface in the residential credit markets. Once attention was drawn on festering problems in the residential market, some began to worry about whether this was a symptom of a broader problem. Those who began to explore how widespread the credit practices were in other sectors, realized that we had created a house of cards. As attention turned to the broader economy, the credit crisis quickly turned into a crisis of confidence. The crisis of confidence was contagious, rippling across the consumer and corporate spectrum forcing many players to revisit expenditure patterns. Once confidence levels were eroded, the market faced the double-whammy of tightening or evaporating credit. This quickly translated to an erosion in collateral values, leading to a self-fulfilling prophecy which became a black hole that started the implosion.
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Capital
Market 
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Market
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Spatial Market

Capital Market

Key Questions: Where are we? Where is bottom? When?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the multidimensional nature of real estate and its fixed location, real estate is subject to a number of external forces which change over time. These forces include the broader macroeconomic environment, capital markets and spatial markets. Each of these forces has a temporal nature which leads to market cycles characterized by periods of excesses or shortages of space, both relatively and in absolute terms. Since some of these forces are correlated, they can put pressure on the nature ebb and flow of markets and add to the amplitude and frequency of market cycles or waves. One of the more recent “externalities” is the surge in capital flows to the asset class which led to imbalances on the supply/demand side of the equation, as well as on the pricing. This latter occurred as a result of shortages of investable product which, due to the lags in construction and supply, created upward pressure on prices for existing assets and declining yields.  Going forward, we are likely to be facing a prolonged period of heightened cycles, both in terms of frequency and severity.
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Part II: The Economic and Capital Markets

Emerging from Recession

Employment Get Better

Credit Won’t be Problem

Consumers will be back

Commercial RE Rebound

Bailout/Stimulus
Focused on CRE

Housing Bottomed Out

Fed Work by Year-End

CRE Not Collapsing

CRE Bottomed Out

Strongly Agree Neither Strongly Disagree

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The respondents were asked a variety of questions regarding their perception on the economy in general and real estate in particular. The green bars above indicate the spread of questions, while the red outline highlights where there was some agreement. In general, the respondents were somewhat pessimistic with respect to the overall economy and saw additional downside for commercial real estate.
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Employment Losses Slowing, Hours Increasing

Source: economy.com
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Who’s Next: Who’s Left?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key challenges to the US economy is the softening in employment and rising unemployment levels. We asked the audience if they agreed or disagreed with the statement that employment was set to improve in early 2009. Some 93% of respondents indicated no, suggesting they anticipate weakness on the job front to continue. In order to help with the unemployment figures in context, it is useful to look at unemployment levels in the prior recessions. As noted in the graph in the upper left of the slide, unemployment levels in the 70s early 80s and early 90s were much higher than the current levels. Given the weakness of the US economy compared to those times and the prospects of further erosion, employment levels are likely to rise dramatically. Whether they will break into double digit levels will depend a lot on how the economy settles down and how recent and future government interventions work. Over the near term, conditions are likely to erode even further with weakness across most sectors including state and local governments whose budgets are getting hit hard. Thus, it will be hard to pick out the winners.
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Some Good News: Manufacturing & Autos

Source: economy.com

Cash for Clunkers….Some Good News: Manufacturing up

Business Spending
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In pursuit of the “glass is half full” view of the world, there are some signs that things are getting better. The “cash for clunkers” was successful, but likely cannibalized future sales that could plague the auto industry going forward.  Business spending ticked up a bit, but not enough to signal a turnaround.. Corporate profits are weakening which is likely to add even more volatility to the stock market. 
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Global and Domestic Business Confidence

Source: economy.com

U.S. Business Confidence
Some improvement….

G3: Global Confidence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business confidence remains weak in with respect to hiring and expansion planning. Unfortunately, businesses aren’t receiving the same attention as households in terms of assistance with the exception of financial institutions and the auto industry. With credit tight, pessimism will likely pervade the near-term outlooks even more than in the recent past.  The situation is clearly global, with confidence levels down in most developed nations. Emerging markets are struggling even more than “normal” in the tight credit environment.
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Inventories and Capacity Utilization

Source: economy.com

Inventory Reductions Slowing

Capacity Utilization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inventory levels are building up somewhat, although companies are cutting back and shipments are still weak. Capacity utilization is low overall and by historical standards, plummeting to levels not seen since the early 1980s. This will create problems for the real estate market when the economy begins to pick up due to excess capacity.
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Consumer Confidence, Spending & Credit
Consumers Contracting

Source: economy.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since they are consumers themselves, the respondents provided some interesting insights into the prospects for consumer spending. Some 80% strongly agree or agree that consumers will continue to contract expenditures. This anticipated decline is noted by the high correlation between confidence levels and consumer spending; both of which are expected to continue to struggle. More recently, consumers have cut back on installment credit which might be taken as a good sign, although it is more likely due to the pressure of mortgage debt and the desire to hunker down in order to hang onto their houses and make it through the rough times they see ahead. Given how households are being squeezed in terms of budgets, it is unlikely that savings rates will move back into positive territory, especially as consumers have little confidence in the stock market.
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Interest Rates, Mortgage Rates
Fed Funds Rate

Mortgage Spreads

Recent Mortgage Rates

Source: economy.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Fed has demonstrated its willingness to do what it can to stimulate the economy, pushing the Fed Funds rate down another 50bp in late October. Despite the decline, the increase in mortgage spreads has not trickled down to the mortgage market which remains tight. This situation is expected to continue until the uncertainty surrounding the residential –and more recently the commercial– market abates. However, since the residential market has not bottomed out, and the re-pricing and shake-out in the commercial market is just starting, it is likely that spreads will remain high. The pressure of the Fed and Treasury to get financial institutions to get the money from the bailout into the market may help, although many institutions will continue their tight credit policies and higher spreads. The more recent announcement that some financial institutions will grant forbearance and restructure residential loans –including rolling some sub-prime floating rate and bullets into longer term fixed rates, may offer some relief although such accommodations will not affect the broader market. Indeed, they may put more pressure on spreads as lenders seek to mitigate losses associated with such activities.
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Housing Activity and Delinquency Rates
Construction

Housing Index

Delinquency & Default
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The housing market is  in a somewhat tenuous state, with some buyers being drawn back into the market due in part to the first-time homebuyer credits. Although there is a lot of positive rhetoric about it being time to get off the fence, there are few signs that the market has fully bottomed out. Housing permits and starts have picked up a bit after plummeting to the lowest level in over 20 years. While inventories have been declining, sales levels and traffic remain low as potential buyers wait for the economy to improve. In a number of overheated markets, raw land values have already plummeted by 60-70% from their 2006 peak levels. Delinquency rates continue to rise at an accelerating pace, spreading across the country as the consequences of easy credit hit home. In the absence of meaningful intervention, this trend is likely to continue, especially with estimates that some 30% of households who bought in the last five years are underwater, the principal balances greater than market values. At this point, some reminisce about the “It’ll be fine in 2009,” and are now resigned to “But then again, it could be 2010.” Unfortunately, those timetables may be realistic, depending on how long it takes the market to bottom out and capital to return to the sector.
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Single-Family Market: Prices Peak - Current
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The single family market remains on the downside of the cycle although when looking at the long-term trends, there may be more room to go unless the economy begins to pick up. Low interest rates and access to credit remain keys, although confidence levels will be more important in determining how the cycle unfolds. Many households are still upside down and mobility has been restricted for those trying to move and/or upgrade.
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Delinquency and Loan Charge-Off Rates
Loan Charge-Off Rates to Rise

Source: economy.com

Delinquency Rates Residential Foreclosures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the positive spin that many have been offering, the reality is the housing market is still in distress. This is especially true for the recent surge in upscale condos which got ahead of the market in many areas of the country.  Despite increased efforts to restructure mortgages, foreclosure rates are likely to continue to rise. Given how households are being squeezed in terms of budgets, it is unlikely that savings rates will move back into positive territory, especially as consumers have little confidence in the stock market.
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Business Cycles: An Historical Comparison

The Future Remains Uncertain
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As often discussed, the recent recession and the associated decline in real estate markets –both residential and commercial– have taken on epic proportions. While there are some parallels to the past, the confluence of negative events has created a complex environment from which a near-term turnaround is highly unlikely. There will be some positive news along the way, but until employment picks up and consumers begin to feel more comfortable, the economy will remain tenuous.
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Bailout # 1: TARP

• Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)
– When: Early Fall 2008
– Objectives: stabilize financial institutions & provide liquidity& 

restore business and consumer confidence
– Funding

• $700 billion Bailout (?) Budget
• $250 b to take equity-like positions in financial institutions
• Purchase commercial paper; changed to Capital Purchase Program 

(CCP)

• What Happened?

– Current Scandals
• Special Inspector General for the Program
• On April 20th, announced some 20 Probes of Bailout for Fraud, Trading
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In July 2008,  a new independent regulator entitled the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) was created. In one of its first moves, it placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac under conservatorship. Congress also approved infusion of some $200 billion in new capital to the two entities. To help avoid a complete meltdown and quash the waves of fear, in early Fall the government approved a $700 billion “bail-out” package to shore up financial institutions and return the credit markets to a semblance of balance. In mid-October, the Fed provided some direction as to how it would deploy the $700 billion that capitalized its “Troubled Asset Relief Program” (TARP). At the same meeting, Treasury Secretary Paulson announced a $200 billion capital purchase program to infuse equity in the top financial institutions through investments in “preferred stock.” The FDIC is doing its part as well, trying to attract more capital to banks by increasing insurance limits to $250,000 and supporting businesses by eliminating the cap on non-interest bearing deposits. In September, Treasury Secretary Paulson and the director of FHFA provided some details as to how they would work together. They noted that the objectives of takeover of the two entities were to: 1) provide stability to the volatile residential mortgage market, 2) increase access to mortgages, and 3) protect taxpayer interests. In addition, they will be creating incentives and placing pressure on mortgagees to work problems out with borrowers facing foreclosure.
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Banks Want Out of Tarp
Intend to Stay

Want to Give Back $

J.P. Morgan, 
Goldman Sacks
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Bailout # 2: TALF & CMBS….
• When: 2009

– Expand Term Asset-Backed Security Loan Facility (TALF) to allow the posting of 
both new and legacy MBS

– Both commercial MBS (“CMBS”) and residential MBS (“RMBS”)  collateral.
• Objectives

– Consumer: insure the debt if a borrower defaults
– Backing the backers, the Treasury department will provide $200 b
– Real-Estate Industry Pushes Fed to Lengthen TALF Terms
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In July 2008,  a new independent regulator entitled the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) was created. In one of its first moves, it placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac under conservatorship. Congress also approved infusion of some $200 billion in new capital to the two entities. To help avoid a complete meltdown and quash the waves of fear, in early Fall the government approved a $700 billion “bail-out” package to shore up financial institutions and return the credit markets to a semblance of balance. In mid-October, the Fed provided some direction as to how it would deploy the $700 billion that capitalized its “Troubled Asset Relief Program” (TARP). At the same meeting, Treasury Secretary Paulson announced a $200 billion capital purchase program to infuse equity in the top financial institutions through investments in “preferred stock.” The FDIC is doing its part as well, trying to attract more capital to banks by increasing insurance limits to $250,000 and supporting businesses by eliminating the cap on non-interest bearing deposits. In September, Treasury Secretary Paulson and the director of FHFA provided some details as to how they would work together. They noted that the objectives of takeover of the two entities were to: 1) provide stability to the volatile residential mortgage market, 2) increase access to mortgages, and 3) protect taxpayer interests. In addition, they will be creating incentives and placing pressure on mortgagees to work problems out with borrowers facing foreclosure.
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Financial Stability Plan: April 2009

• Financial Stability Trust 
– A Comprehensive Stress Test for Major Banks 
– Increased Balance Sheet Transparency and Disclosure 

• Capital Assistance Program 
– Public-Private Investment Fund ($500 Billion - $1 Trillion) 
– Consumer and Business Lending Initiative (Up to $1 trillion) 

• Initiatives
– Transparency and Accountability Agenda
– Affordable Housing Support and Foreclosure Prevention Plan 
– A Small Business and Community Lending Initiative
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Washington is beginning to run out of options and remains somewhat stymied in terms of its ability to get the credit and capital markets back on track. The ability to mint new cash to throw at the problem is not an option going forward suggesting more enduring solutions will be needed. Unfortunately, there are no clear options and taxpayers are running out of patience and putting pressure on politicians to show restraint.
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TALF Safety Net Extended for Commercial RE

• Extension
– The Federal Reserve is extending its Term Asset-Backed 

Security Loan Facility, which would have expired this year.
– Objective: keep safety net up for commercial real estate and 

help roll over loans

• Size of Market
– Some $3.5 trillion in commercial real estate loans
– March 08- August 09: Only $30 billion of $1 trillion lent
– Commercial RE likely to stress reserves over next several years
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recent extension of TALF and the expansion of its mission to include CMBS was welcome news in the commercial real estate industry but the problems are much deeper and will create tremendous strain on the sector, especially as bullet and balloon loans mature.
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IMF Global Financial Stability Report

• Global credit crunch will be “deep and long-lasting”
• More bank writedowns are coming

– Raised $900 b in new capital since crisis; loses of $2.8 trillion
– US banks had over $500 billion write-downs, may double by 2010

• The Next Fix: Capital Infusion: by end of 2010
– US $275 billion
– Euro area $375 billion
– UK $125 billion
– Other Developed $100 billion

• Conclusion
– Not all banks bad,
– but a lot of bad banks
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted earlier, the financial and credit crises are of “global proportions.”
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Part III: Real Estate Capital Markets

Macro-economic 
Environment

• Economy tottering 
with risk of 
recession

• Businesses 
struggling, stock 
market volatile

• Consumers 
bearish

Real Estate Capital 
Market

• Wavering, 
delayed investor 
demand

• Rising Cap rates, 
declining values

• Challenge in de-
levering asset 
class
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at both the economic and capital markets, there are a number of danger signals for commercial real estate. For the first time in years, capital flows may actually decline as assets are repriced and owners forced to come up with more equity at higher yields that are commensurate with the attendant risk. The prospects of a deep and  prolonged recession create significant downside risk that has yet been priced into the market.
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Where on Real Estate Market Cycle?

Commoditized Pricing Out

No trouble Refinancing

Sellers Unrealistic

Fundamentals Declining

Cap Rates Too Low Yet

Recent Comm’l RE Bubble

Dev Back Next Year

More Erosion in NOI

Transaction Volume Low

RE Underperform 2 yrs.

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees

Strongly Agree Neither Strongly Disagree
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The respondents recognized the recent commercial real estate bubble and are guarded with respect to the outlook. Development is not on the horizon with more downside risk for the sector looming ahead.
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Economic and Real EstateTurnaround

Economy Turnaround                  Real Estate Turnaround

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The respondents were asked to indicate when they thought the economy would being its turnaround. The wide spread in turning points indicates the uncertainty and cloud hanging over the economy. Regardless, the commercial real estate market is likely to lag the economy by 2-3 quarters. In my opinion, the lag will be even greater with more downside risk as distressed assets hit the market.
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National Recession and Real Estate
Summer 2008

Source: Moody’s Economy.com

Turning to the economic environment, we can start with some good news that is quickly overwhelmed with some of the bad news. In response to the question of w                

Source: Real Capital Analytics

Distressed and Troubled RE: 3/2009

Unemployment: 3/2009
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning to the economic environment, we can start with some good news that is quickly overwhelmed with some of the bad news. In response to the question of whether we are heading into a major recession, almost 80% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed. While GDP was up in the second quarter, the improvement was attributable to the stimulus package, which is not sustainable. In terms of how bad the GDP will likely be hit, the forecast suggests it will flatten out but not be as bad as the recessions in the 70s and 80s. Much of this however depends on the success of government interventions.  In terms of timing, the respondents see the recession lasting into the 2nd half of 2009; my own view is that it is overly optimistic unless something unexpected on the positive side happens.
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Size and Trends in Distressed Assets in US

Source: Real Capital Analytics

(as of July 2009)

Trends in Distressed Assets
Magnitude of Distressed Assets

Cumulative Distressed Assets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there is reportedly a lot of money on the sidelines waiting for the real estate market to turn, activity levels are low relative to the increase in the volume of distressed assets. The troubled assets represent the full spectrum of real estate types and markets with little relief in sight and few safe havens.
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Distressed Asset Leakage: Cannibalization

Terminus 200: 
Cousins

Phipps Tower: Crescent/Manulife

3630 Peachtree: 
Duke/Pope & Land

Two Alliance Center: 
Tishman

Bank of America Lead

Regions Lead

Wells Fargo Lead,
Regions Follows

Sources: RCA, WSJ 4/21/2009
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The distressed asset build-up will place a significant drag on values in mark-to-market accounts and will create additional pressure on banks and lenders, especially those with exposures to losses continuing to rise. This pipeline of new problems will be met with the wave of refinancings coming up which will create a one-two punch for an already weak sector. In addition to hurting distressed asset values, when assets do turn over, the lower basis for buyers will allow them to undercut rents, placing pressure on net operating income across the board and causing further erosion in values.
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Commercial Real Estate: How we Got Here
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to understand the impending crisis facing the commercial real estate industry is useful to take a historical look in to see if we can extract the lessons learned from the past. The seeds for institutional real estate investment were planted with the passage of ERISA in 1974. The most significant impact of the legislation was to raise the prudent man criterion to prudent expert criterion. Under the prudent man criterion, institutional investors to avoid real estate as a risk management tool based on its inherent complexity. However, under the prudent expert criterion, if real estate was an asset class, institutional investors and asset allocators were required to commit resources to achieve diversification. By 1978, institutional capital flows to  real estate were still limited, due in large part to the absence of the return is series of asset allocators could use to understand how real estate with other asset classes. To address that need the real estate units of the major life insurance companies including Prudential, Aetna, Cigna and Equitable created the National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF). The objective of NCREIF was to create a time series for real estate returns that asset allocators could use along with stocks, bonds and other asset classes in making asset allocation decisions. In 1981, financial institutions were deregulated and allowed to create development subsidiaries. In 1982 the Economic Tax Recovery Act (ERTA) creating double declining depreciation was passed. This attracted more capital for syndicators, who doubled up with foreign investors and pension funds to create a surge of capital to real estate. This created a disconnect between the spatial and capital markets. This led to overbuilding which ultimately led to the collapse of latter 80s. Other than disposing of troubled assets, the real estate market shut down. When the commercial real estate market collapsed, the RTC was created to work off that debt financial institutions. In 1994 faced with the prospect of filing bankruptcy, Taubman decided to file an IPO and convert to a REIT and was quickly joined by a spate of other owner/developers including Simon, DeBartelo, General Growth and a number of smaller players. Around the same time, while the RTC was wrapping up its business, Wall Street investment banks and others sought to convert the temporary securitization of commercial real estate to an ongoing activity. During the mid-to latter 90s REITs grew from under a $10 billion industry to over $200 billion, while CMBS volume rose from nothing to a similar market cap.Our success in recapitalizing the real estate market was quickly adopted across the globe, setting the stage for the worldwide collapse of credit and real estate markets that is now occurring.  In 2001, the 9/11 tragedy attracted investors to real assets are real estate --and other real assets-- were seen as defensive investments. Benefiting from an improving economy and the government’s support of homeownership for all and complete trust in self-control by financial institutions, the housing market went on a bull run characterized by easy credit. Thus, both the commercial and residential markets became disconnected from the fundamentals (i.e., Wall Street vs. Main Street or Capital Markets vs. Spatial Markets). This disconnect led to the recent collapse since easy created permeated all asset classes and became an accepted mode of operation. Unfortunately, the problems in the commercial market have yet to be recognized with attention being focused on the residential market and the broader credit markets. The disconnect that occurred on the commercial side that has yet to receive attention suggests hard times ahead.
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Four Quadrant Investing: The Red Herring
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this environment, portfolio construction and diversification take on additional importance. Unfortunately, due to the widespread nature of the problem, even well diversified portfolios are likely to struggle.
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What Happened: Commoditization of Pricing

Market  Risk/Return Long-Term 

Recent:  Risk/Return 5 yrs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the buy-products of the disconnect between spatial and capital markets was the trend toward commoditized pricing.  This term refers to the fact that investors --and indirect capital providers-- failed to price risk associated with property types and markets. As such, prices converged from historical levels. This is illustrated by comparing the long-term risk/return plots by market with the more recent risk/return plots stemming back some 5 years. As noted, markets were drawn into a narrow band due in large part to surplus capital flows. Going forward, returns are expected to diverge or move to longer terms levels along with the attendant risk.  Respondents to the survey were somewhat divided on the question of whether commoditized pricing is behind us, with a slight majority believing that fundamentals would once again prevail as investors focused on the risk side of the equation. If this occurs --as I believe it will-- 2nd and 3rd tier markets with limited exit strategies will fact particular challenges, as will weaker product which in the recent past benefited from the rising tide of values. On the other hand, there will be opportunities for those who can pick and time markets --which is possible in real estate-- as well as those with an understanding of fundamentals and the ability to “Create value.” 
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How We’re Doing: Opportunistic Funds\

Not Asset Allocate
at these IRRs

Source: NCREIF

Source: 2009 Emerging Trends
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Symptomatic of the lack of pricing of risk, opportunity funds which promised high returns have been hit particularly hard, especially with respect to the high expectations they created among investors. Returns are likely to erode even further, creating more angst and causing many to question their commitment to the asset class. While opportunity funds take it on the chin, few will be able to gear up to take advantage of falling prices.
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How We’re Doing: Institutional Real Estate
Recent NCREIF Index

Source: NCREIF

DOD Value Losses

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to opportunity funds, core institutional real estate has take a major hit. According to NCREIF data, values have fallen some 30% or so. Unfortunately, more losses are ahead as cap rates rise and NOI deteriorates.
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2009-2010 Cap Rate Expectations

Source: DOD Appraisal Conference Attendees

Core
Current

Feb 2010

Value-add
Current

Feb 2010

Distressed
Current

Feb 2010

6.0        6.5       7.0       7.5      8.0       8.5        9.0       9.5       10        10+
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respondents were asked where cap rates are now and in six months for core, value-add and distressed. The spread is fairly wide for current rates which is consistent with the market and lack of transactions. Core assets are expected to be pushing 9% cap rates early next year, with a wide spread on value-add. Distressed assets are off the chart, with double-digit rates likely necessary to clear the market.
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$0

$500,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000
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How Cap Rates & NOI Impact Value

What if Cap Rate Increases 
From 6.25% to 7.75%?

What  Value impact on $100,000 NOI?

$1,538,46
2 $1,290,323 16.1%

4.6% NCREIF Apartment Cap in 2008!

What  if  NOI down 10%?
90,000$            
7.75%

1,161,291$       
25%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to understand the impact of rising capitalization rates, it is useful to look at example. This slide shows the effect of a change in Rates from 6.382 an increase of 7.6 on a property with $100,000 of net operating income. As noted, the moderate rise in Rates could lead to a 16% decline in value. In many markets as has already occurred although the damage is far from over. Assuming that simultaneous with the rising cap rates, the NOI declined 10% ; if so, the value loss for the property would approach 25%. Unfortunately this scenario may play out for many properties and investors over the next several years.
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Rising 
Rents
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Spatial & Capital Market Re-connect

Warranted
Construction: 
Expanding 
Demand

Capital
Market 
Bubble

Market
Inefficiency Spatial Market

Capital Market

Cap Rate Rise
Interest Rates/Debt Rise

Vacancy Up
Rents Down

BV

Debt   -20%+/-
Bubble

Cap R   -20%+/-
Bubble

Market   -10-20%+/-
Softening

-40-60%
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Presentation Notes
Given the multidimensional nature of real estate and its fixed location, real estate is subject to a number of external forces which change over time. These forces include the broader macroeconomic environment, capital markets and spatial markets. Each of these forces has a temporal nature which leads to market cycles characterized by periods of excesses or shortages of space, both relatively and in absolute terms. Since some of these forces are correlated, they can put pressure on the nature ebb and flow of markets and add to the amplitude and frequency of market cycles or waves. One of the more recent “externalities” is the surge in capital flows to the asset class which led to imbalances on the supply/demand side of the equation, as well as on the pricing. This latter occurred as a result of shortages of investable product which, due to the lags in construction and supply, created upward pressure on prices for existing assets and declining yields.  Going forward, we are likely to be facing a prolonged period of heightened cycles, both in terms of frequency and severity.
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The Global Fundamentals: Cap vs. Vacancy

Global Trends in Yields/Cap Rates

Source: Real Capital Analytics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the global scene has received a lot of attention as investors chased returns, there are no safe havens for investors. Ultimately, real estate fundamentals rule the day with rising risk and uncertainty in terms of vacancy and NOI translating to higher cap rates. This relationship is expected to increase, shifting the cap rate curve upward and tilting it even more to the disadvantage of weaker assets and markets.
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Global Capital Flows: Before the Storm

Source: Real Capital Analytics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global capital flows have plummeted as investors hunker down and focus on the home front.
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Risk-Tolerances: Investor Appetites

Merrill Lynch Fund Manager Survey

Goldman Sachs Risk Tolerance Survey

IMF Global Financial Stability Report
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk has jumped to the forefront as investors in a wide range of asset classes look for safety. Unfortunately, there are few safety nets especially for investors seeking to cushion the downside this late in the game.
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Bid/Ask Spread: Trends and Value Pressures

• Bid/Ask Compression
– Distressed Sellers
– Distressed Assets

• Mark-to-Market Accounts
– NCREIF - 28% w/o Distressed 

Sales
– Going Forward: Three Strikes

• Comps Down as Assets Dumped
• NOI Erosion, Vacancy & Rents
• Wcc: Debt & Equity Yields Up
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bid-ask spreads have widened although this situation will have to change before the market begins to clear. For that to occur, sellers must be willing to mark assets down to a more reasonable level.  Unfortunately, what it will take will remain “unreasonable” to those still in denial, especially those who jumped in at the end of the bubble.
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Commercial Leverage: Problems & Implications
• Easy Credit

– DCRs:  lowered; eased via bullets: 3, 5, 10 yrs
– LVs: Record values, financial engineering
– Loose, non-recourse debt

• Outlook for Commercial Debt
– Limited supply; flight to quality
– Tighter; increased equity and recourse

Coming Attractions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted in this part of the cycle much attention has been focused on a problems in the subprime credit market and credit swaps. Unfortunately, while the press, politicians and regulators have focused attention on those sectors,  the commercial real estate market has escaped outside scrutiny. However, those on the street realize the lure of easy credit and lax underwriting was as prevalent as in the residential sector. Indeed, the commercial sector is facing a number of problems stemming from the turning tide in credit markets affecting both the ability of borrowers to pay (i.e., rising vacancy rates, declining rents) , and in the willingness of borrowers to pay in the face of erosion of the equity value and tighter credit. The dramatic erosion in access to the capital for commercial investments is evidenced by the fact that it’s really doing a number of transactions in 2008 depending on the ability to assume existing financing. Going forward, assumptions will be much more difficult to affect with tightening credit standards, higher equity requirements, and a return to non-recourse debt carrying the day.another first for sure that over the near to intermediate term which may well extended to 2010 is for limited supply, higher spreads, and tighter underwriting standards.
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Commercial, Industrial and RE Credit
Commercial and Industrial Loans Tight

Commercial RE Lending Standards Tightening
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to credit has been –and will increasingly be– the bane of the commercial real estate industry. Banks and other lenders are expected to tighten standards even more, especially in the face of the impending capital crunch as bullet loans roll and values continue to plummet.
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Institutional Equity Capital Flows

• Investment Preferences
– Search for Value; eschew risk
– Fewer products/structures

• Timing
– Patient; waiting for bottom
– Indecisive; slower to act

• Decreased capital flows
– Rising Return/Yield  hurdle
– Denominator effect

• Opportunities
– Cash is king; Big and Quick
– Channel sourcing; REO, TICs
– Asset & Portfolio takeovers
– Promoted interests

Total Assets 5,000,000,000    
RE Allocation 15%
RE Assets 750,000,000       

Decline
30%

Current Values
3,500,000,000       

21%
525,000,000          

Disposition 225,000,000          

Source: 2009 Emerging Trends
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Presentation Notes
With respect to institutional capital flows, a number of trends create downside risk for the commercial sector. First, capital flows will decline, both from domestic and international sources distracted by credit crises sweeping the globe. Second, investors will search for value and eschew risk, looking a simpler structures and products. Third, investors will be patient and wait for signs the market is bottoming out; they will be indecisive and slower to act, especially those lacking a firm understanding of real estate fundamentals. While this capital environment will create problems for many, it does offer some opportunities. In general, cash will be king, especially if it is mobilized and can act in a preemptive manner as sellers and holders panic or are forced to action. A good source of product for such investors will be “channel sourcing” or looking at REO, TICs and highly leveraged buyers with limited ability to refinance who will begin to recognize their plight. There will also be opportunities in asset takeovers as investors lose confidence in current advisors who got them into high priced assets, as well as in portfolio acquisitions where large blocks of product --both direct and securitized-- will be on the market and looking for a quick exit. Finally, players with real estate expertise may be able to swap talent for assets, taking over troubled properties or getting stakes through sweat equity and promoted positions.
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Trends in Commercial Transaction Activity
Monthly Sales Volume: Pre-Credit, Post-Credit, Post Financial/Recession

Percent Change Sales Volume: Pre-Credit, Post-Credit, Post Financial/Recession
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Presentation Notes
Transaction volumes remain tepid with the market effectively shut down as it did in the early 90s. This situation will change going forward as distressed owners and special servicers are forced to move assets and/or access capital.
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Part IV: The Spatial Market

Macro-economic 
Environment

• Economy tottering 
with risk of 
recession

• Businesses 
struggling, stock 
market volatile

• Consumers 
bearish

Real Estate Capital 
Market

• Wavering, 
delayed investor 
demand

• Rising Cap rates 
on private side

• Challenge 
accessing equity 
and recourse debt

Spatial Market

• Fundamentals 
continue to weaken 
mirroring economy

• Vacancy rates 
rising, rents 
softening

• Stagnating demand, 
tempered recovery
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Presentation Notes
In looking at the snapshot of the spatial market --supply and demand for real estate-- the bottom line echoes that of the broader economy and capital markets. That is, there is some additional downside risk associated with a combination of a slowing economy, tighter credit, a renewed interest in risk, and weakening fundamentals. That situation should prevail over the near-intermediate term, with commercial real estate lagging the broader economic recovery which is well into 2009 at best. These will be interesting and challenging times with some opportunities for those willing and able to take advantage of the market malaise and lack of capital.  
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Part III: Commercial Market Fundamentals
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Presentation Notes
The commercial property sector is facing significant stress as market fundamental continue to erode in the face of a weak economy and tempered demand. Development activity has fallen off although some projects in the pipeline continue to cloud the market. 
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Institutional Cap Rate: NCREIF Income Returns

Source: NCREIF

Total Returns by Property Type

Implicit Cap Rates by Property Type
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past several years institutional cap rates have trended downward falling below long-term averages. The acceptance of lower yields translated into higher prices which led to the record purchases of the past several years.clearly, the time of record-setting prices for institutional grade core real estate are behind us. Indeed the market value of core properties will struggle due to the downward drag of appraisals for non-core properties which benefited from price compression. The rise and fall Rates is not isolated to any particular property type that cut acrossthe spectrum with apartment and office capitalization rates falling the most radically.
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Sales Volume by Property Type
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decline in sales volume for commercial real estate between 2008 and 2007 was significant, cutting across the board. This trend has continued into 2009 and will do so as long as owners hang on.
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Distressed Assets by Property Type and Subtype
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The volume of distressed assets and their pervasiveness are striking, rippling across the entire industry with few exceptions.
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Growth in Distressed Assets by Property Type
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past 18 months, the growth in distressed assets has been striking. As noted in the exhibit, the retail sector was late to the game but set the curve with its dramatic implosion. Industrial asset build-up has been the one bright spot although manufacturing and distribution remain weak. Going forward, additional build-up is anticipated for the major property types, with industrial coming under additional pressure.
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Part V: Implications for Real Estate Professionals
Opportunities for Investment
• Acquisition

– Cash Purchases
– Structured Debt

• Promoted Equity Positions
– Entitled, not started
– In Development, not finished
– Capital Needs: TIs, CapX

• Distressed
– Properties 
– Debt
– Owners
– Tenants

Stalled in Seattle

But we’re number 1…….
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Presentation Notes
What does it all mean? There are some opportunities amongst the carnage, although capitalizing on them will require an understanding of real estate market fundamentals. In addition to bottom-fishing, some players will be able to step in with much-needed expertise and create promoted equity positions. Unfortunately, despite the rising tide of distress, the market does not yet have a full appreciation for the complexity of the asset class.
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• Mortgagees: Outsourced Services
– REO Management

• Troubled Asset Dispositions
• Convertible Loans/Equity Kickers.JVs

– REO Avoidance
• Workout Restructured Loans
• Pre-foreclosure Settlements

• Asset Management Takeovers: Investors
– Asset/Portfolio Mgmt Holds
– Asset Liquidation/Disposition

• TIC Counseling Services
– Workouts/Arbitration
– Disposition/Liquidation/Refinance

Opportunities for Service Providers
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Presentation Notes
At this stage of the cycle, service providers and real estate professionals will see some opportunities to step into the void. This is especially true for those with experience with down cycles and the ability to position themselves to be preferred service providers.
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Biggest Risks in Commercial Real Estate

• Capital
– Access to Debt
– Access to Equity

• Refinancing
– Bullet Mortgages
– New Loans, Good Real Estate

• Tenant Disruptions
– Panic
– Waive of Bankruptcies

• National Economy
– Recession
– Credit Freeze

• Real Estate Fundamentals
– Weakening occupancy

Rising Vacancies
– Overbuilding continues

• Transactions
– Sellers unrealistic
– Tenants non-committal
– Buyers on fence

Source: DeLisle’s 2008-09 Surveys
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Presentation Notes
In the survey, respondents were asked to list the biggest risks to commercial real estate. As might be expected, access to capital was the number one issue followed by concern over the economy. Erosion in real estate fundamentals and low transaction volumes are also issues. Close attention should be paid to tenants, many of whom are also under stress.
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What Will it Take to Turn it Around?

• Nothing
– Buyers & sellers  not adjusted
– Time will cure

• Economy
– Jobs, employment
– Economic Growth
– Consumer Confidence
– Business Confidence
– Global Recovery

• Credit
– Access; get the money out
– Refinancing Source
– Healthy Banks

• Clear Distressed Backlog
– Properties 
– Debt
– Owners
– Tenants

• Government Incentives
– Recapitalization
– Stabilization

• Perfect Storm (Stars Aligned)
– Stimulus Money Flows
– Confidence rises
– Credit Flows

Source: DeLisle’s 2008-09 Surveys
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Presentation Notes
In terms of what it will take to turn things around, respondents were guarded with no clear leader. For many, time will be the only remedy while a number pointed out the economy and credit access as keys. The growing backlog of distressed assets is also a concern, with the government unlikely to be able to thwart a correction.  As one pointed, it will take a positive perfect storm; stimulus money, confidence and credit…
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DOD Respondent Opportunities & Challenges

• Leases
– Lease renegotiations 
– Static or reduced commercial 

rents
– Concessions in form of free 

rent and buildouts
– Lease rollovers

• Acquisitions
– Lower acquisition prices 
– Opportunities to acquire large 

tracts near installations

• Valuation
– Valuing assets in distressed markets 
– Valuing assets in falling markets 

• Usage Decisions
– Determining Highest & Best Use 
– Factoring in anti-terrorism protection 

• Staffing
– Hiring and staffing qualifed appraisers 
– Reacting to quickly changing workloads

Opportunities Challenges
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Presentation Notes
Looking closer to home, the DOD respondents were asked to identify the opportunities and challenges they saw in the market. On the positive side, renegotiation of rents and taking advantage of the tenants’ market was a positive, although for landlords and owners, that would translate to a negative. For those which cash, acquisition opportunities abound. Challenges they face range from valuation and land use issues that become problematic in difficult markets to the difficulty they face in hiring appraisers.
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Major Worries for DOD Attendees
• Commercial Market

– Increasing commercial vacancy rates; oversupply of space
– Commercial market collapse
– Deterioration in values
– Market price declines due to distressed property sales

• Capital Flows
– Tight commercial finance
– Bank failures Too much speculation

• Economy
– Rising interest rates
– Increasing unemployment National debt to foreign sources

• Residential
– Blight in residential communities
– Residential rebound too quick
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Presentation Notes
The major worries for respondents were the “usual suspects” at this stage of the cycle: commercial market fundamentals, weak capital flows and tight lending, a weak economy and continued weakness in the housing market.
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Topics DOD Attendees Want to Address

• Valuation
– Commercial property valuation
– Outlook for commercial market fundamentals
– Market value vs. liquidation/distressed value

• Economy
– The economy and impact on real estate
– Will stimulus programs work?
– Role of US currency and the Fed in the economy
– How can deficit spending continue? 

• Local Markets
– Housing value trends
– Local market conditions: residential and commercial
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Presentation Notes
Given the state of the industry, the respondents wanted to talk about the major issues and how to best approach the market. 
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Lessons Learned

• Recapitalization = Recapitulation
• Reconnection  Capital and Spatial Critical to Stability
• Securitization not a Panacea
• Financial Engineering not Sustainable
• Not all Distress is Created Equal

– Properties
– Borrowers
– Markets

• Market Timers: Value-Add vs. Opportunistic vs. Vulture
• Interventions and Unintended Consequences
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Presentation Notes
I offered some of my own “lessons learned.”  First, sellers will have to capitulate, to mark assets to realistic prices.  Second, the spatial/capital market divide will have to be closed, a difficult proposition in the current market. Third, securitization which was seen as a panacea in the mid-90s is not a permanent cure for the real estate market, especially if it entails a disconnect from fundamentals. Fourth, manipulating numbers and backing into structures and engineering is not sustainable; in the end, it depends on the real estate. Fifth, not all distressed assets are create equal and offer equal risk-reward. Sixth, while some see the environment as offering “no-brainer” opportunities, the market is more complex and investors must be able to sift and winnow assets to focus on those with solid fundamentals. Finally, although attention has been focused on “interventions and stimulus,” little attention has been paid to the consequences –especially the unintended ones– of those actions…. More to come on that front…..
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Where to Turn

Link: Courtesy of ICSC

http://jrdelisle.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing stress and developing coping skills is important to us all. To help a bit, I offer my personal website with more features to come including an AskDrD interactive element. My full text articles on Financial Views dating back 10 years are also available in the Market Watch section.  Good luck and thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts.
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